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Greetings to all students, parents, and well-wishers! 
  We reaffirm our commitment to quality education.

1300 312  525

Professional Tutoring

 Congratulations to Arjun Itankar and Zeal Prajapati!

Our students Arjun Itankar and Zeal Prajapati from grade 6 represented their school 'Good
News Lutheran College' at the Mathematical Association of Victoria (MAV) Year 6 Games.

They have secured the first position in all of metro Victoria. 

Both Arjun and Zeal are  promising students of Melbourne Tutorials Grade 6 Accelerated
Program and are working very scrupulously to achieve their academic goals.Best wishes
to both of them!



To be an Academic High Achiever:

To be an academic high achiever:

Dream big:
Always set high goals. High goals propel the desire to achieve and tune our actions.
“So many of our dreams at first seem impossible, then they seem improbable, and then,
when we summon the will, they soon become inevitable.”—Christopher Reeve.

Stay positive:
Staying positive means having faith in your abilities. This also means the ability to stay
calm, learn from setbacks and failures, and look forward to opportunities.

Work hard:
More important than Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is Diligence Quotient (DQ). Hard work
beats talent when talent does not work hard. Being organized and managing time are
crucial life skills too.

Enjoy the academic journey:
Student life is the golden period that will never come back. Maintain a “study-life”
balance. Do not be a bookworm. Nurture good hobbies and develop a healthy peer
network. The journey is to be enjoyed and cherished!



Postponement of Selective Entry Exam ( Yr 9 intake)

T

The integrity of the Selective Entry Exam has been brought into question due to the changes made
in wake of Covid-19.

For the second successive year in a row, the exam for Year 10 intake was conducted online followed by online 
group activities and online interview.

The department, in its instructions, had mentioned:

"No calculators, rulers, dictionaries, reference materials (including online/ internet resources) or notes of any kind are
allowed. Help from other family members or tutors is also not permitted.''

However, in  the absence of  monitoring mechanism, the integrity of exam is questionable. The Department has 
no means to ensure that students abide by the above instructions. The selection process is not transparent and is 
susceptible to tampering.

In respect of year 9 intake, the  Department, in the interests of community safety, has kept on postponing the 
exam, anticipating a more favourable environment with reduced Covid numbers. 

 The exams were originally to be held in June and were later postponed to September. The new exam date
(expectedly November, conditional to the Covid situation) has caught students in a state of limbo. With the drastic 
increase in  Covid numbers, conducting the exam may  still  be increasingly difficult.

Going by the last year's experience, the postponement of the exam will also result in dispensing with the Writing 
component which is a severe blow to students who have worked so hard to develop their writing skills. This is 
highly discriminatory too for such students.

An alternative  could have been  a slight reduction in the number of questions in other components and retaining 
the Writing component.

The online system of examination  can be a move in the right direction for post Covid situation too.This is  will 
 significantly reduce the  cost of conducting exam for the Department. However, the integrity of the exam needs 
to be maintained with better technological support and monitoring.

For the  Writing component, alternate ways of submission and evaluation may  also be explored.

Selective Entry schools attract the best academic talent of Victoria and the exam system for such selection needs 
some thoughtful  strategies and actions.

 Special Feature: 
Selective Entry Exam 2021- Concerns and Solutions

https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/others/debate-beat-the-cheat-online-exams-no-mean-feat-101624648916337.html



Understand how the formula is derived. 
Once you understand the logic behind the formula, learning becomes easy.

Make a small notebook to write all the formulas topic and subtopic wise. This is your Formula notebook.

 Keep adding all the formulas in this notebook. For example, Exponents,Straight Line, Probability,
Statistics, Financial Maths, Areas, Volumes etc.

You may also write the same formulas on loose A4 paper sheets and stick them up in your study to make
a “Formula wall”.

• Allocate a specific time during the day for formula revision- 30 minutes per day. This time can be 
gradually reduced (25 minutes, 20 minutes, 15 minutes etc.), as you start having the formulas 
imprinted in your mind

• Use the formula notebook and wall to revise.

• Use the technique- Look, Say, Cover & Write, taking one topic at a time

• Rote learning: Learn the formulas as a repetitive process. Keep revising.

Practice various categories of questions

For proficiency in Mathematics, it is important to ensure a firm grasp over the relevant formulas. 

For most students, the task becomes daunting due to the numerous formulas that they have to learn. 

Consequently, the students  might end up confused and stressed in competitive exams like Selective Entry, 
SEAL and Scholarship etc. Learning formulas gives students confidence and boosts their self-esteem. 

The tests are a race against time involving  50-60 questions to be done in 30 minutes. If the students are not 
sure of the relevant formula for a particular question, they remain confused and tend to take much more 
time in solving a question and may still get the answer wrong. 

Here are some practical memory tricks to help students remember Mathematics formulas more effectively. 

Develop understanding:

Formula notebook and "Formula wall":

Revise:

 Do practice questions  based on formulas:

 Write the formula before you solve any question.

Conquering mathematics and Numerical Reasoning depends on various strategies. Learning formulas  by 
heart is one of them. Keep practising your formulas!

Techniques to learn Math Formulas


